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Executive Summary
In the past decade East Lake Street from I-35W to Hiawatha has been the focus of intensive public and
private sector investment1. And as a result, the area has seen dramatic improvement. However, the
widespread perception among some 30 community and
business stakeholders interviewed is that more attention is
“The City and County are done with
needed now – before the area deteriorates. The consensus
Lake Street – they’ve moved on. We
view is that East Lake Street has done ‘ok’ since the opening
are on our own.”
Lake Street Neighborhood leader
of the Midtown Exchange complex and Midtown Greenway
but that the expected benefit to the area has not
materialized. Further, lingering affects of the recession, high assessments stemming from the street
reconstruction, and a lack of interest by key institutions have stalled its growth and revitalization. In a
recent KARE 11 news story, Mark Simon, owner of Roberts Shoes said, “the emergence of Midtown
Global Market and other changes along Lake Street have created a better environment overall, but did
not help sales.”
The good news is there are plentiful plans and tools at hand to help stem the tide of vacancies,
disinvestment, and crime. But perhaps what is needed most is a concerted aligned focus by public,
private and non-profit stakeholders and commitment to utilize largely existing resources in new ways
that reflect the current conditions and create positive momentum for this corridor. As one interviewee
noted, “there has been a stop and start nature to Lake Street projects – we need investments that keep
growing.”
It is also important to recognize that the revitalization since 2005 was driven by massive public sector
and philanthropic support and those resources are diminished or have been re-deployed to other
areas. The work of bringing new investment and vitality to East Lake going forward will require greater
alignment across all stakeholders, including residents, CBOs, government and with the private sector.
There are several key sites where innovative partnerships can create catalytic projects that attract
bring new workers and, residents while providing access to new opportunities for current residents
and resources to the area. Focusing all stakeholders on these projects and ensuring community voices
are at the table can help accelerate their completion and bring benefit sooner rather than later.
The purpose of this assessment is to provide information on stakeholders’ perceptions, current
conditions, market trends and opportunities for overall corridor revitalization along East Lake Street. It
was not designed to specifically address the viability or support for pursuing cultural corridor
designation for East Lake Street. A cultural corridor is one component of successful place-based
community development and may be effective. East Lake has many of the components typically found
in a cultural corridor or district though many districts have a greater concentration of arts and culture
organizations than does East Lake at this time. As Gulgun Kayim noted in her presentation to City staff
and other stakeholders in August, the 2012 study “Natural Cultural Districts: A Three City Study
Report” suggests that “instead of beginning with a particular organization or project, ‘natural’ cultural
districts view community revitalization through the lens of the community cultural ecosystem.”
Phillips Partnership members invested $730 million in development; the City of Minneapolis invested $48 million according to April 2010 report
to CPED
1
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For East Lake Street, some of the elements in that ecosystem are present but careful integration of
neighborhood input is required in order for a cultural corridor strategy to succeed. Further, gaining
additional internal city support for a city-wide cultural corridor strategy will ease the process of being
designated a cultural corridor and the process of attracting resources supporting a cultural corridor. It
should also be noted that for East Lake there may be greater support for a multi-faceted corridor
strategy that leverages the strong Latino business community but celebrates other unique
destinations, cultural assets and amenities along East Lake.
National best practice research on commercial corridor revitalization2 suggests that four elements are
necessary for sustainable corridor development:
 Commercial real estate development
 Business funding
 Business development
 Business district organizing and improvement
East Lake Street is fortunate to have a solid foundation in all four areas. In addition, emerging best
practices around revitalization strategies based on arts and cultural assets suggest East Lake Street can
build on its multicultural identity and unique arts anchors. With and with a renewed focus, big
tent/table process and planning, and new partnerships that incent private sector investors to
complement the ongoing public sector investments respecting market forces, its revitalization will pick
up where previous efforts ended.

2 Revitalizing Inner-City Neighborhood Business Districts: An Assessment and Strategy Framework for Integrated Microbusiness and Real Estate
Development by Nonprofits – Jeffrey Morgan, Joint Center for Housing Studies, Harvard University and NeighborWorks America 2-11
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Introduction
In August 2014, The McKnight Foundation requested an assessment of the East Lake Street corridor
from 35W to Hiawatha. The goal of the assessment was to identify areas of opportunity that would
benefit from new partnerships and new investment while also recognizing that McKnight, the public
sector and others have provided very significant resources to this corridor in the past decade.
McKnight and others continue to support more than a dozen community/economic development
organizations currently working in the corridor as well as myriad arts and cultural organizations serving
or located in this geography. So, the critical question is can philanthropy leverage greater impact on
the corridor by aligning public and private partners and resources to take advantage of market
conditions?
The assessment process involved identifying community leaders and stakeholders, developing an
interview instrument and conducting more than 30 interviews regarding perceptions of the current
state of East Lake Street. The interviews were supplemented with research on previous plans and
other reading related to commercial corridor development.

East Lake Street Neighborhoods
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Taking Stock – Current Conditions
This assessment reflects a snapshot in time for the East Lake Street corridor from 35W to Hiawatha.
Changes in market conditions, business mix, neighborhood demographics all impact the vitality of the
corridor. In addition, changes in the regional economic context impact the corridor. For example, the
75% growth of Minnesota’s Latino population from less than ten years ago to today (Minnesota’s
Tomorrow: Equity is the Superior Growth Model, PolicyLink 2014) and the influx of Latinos to South
Minneapolis has brought tremendous entrepreneurial activity to East Lake.
Since 2005 East Lake Street has been the focus of intensive public and private sector investment and
development. City investment in the area totaled more than $48 million and leveraged $190 million
from 2003-2013 (see addendum A). Hennepin County spent $30 million reconstructing Lake Street.
The Midtown Exchange redevelopment and Wells Fargo complex represent investment of more than
$700 million and brought new housing, commercial, a hotel and 1500 Allina office workers to the area.
Hennepin County reconstructed the street, providing new infrastructure improvements that were
completed in 2008. An influx of Latino-owned businesses brought new vitality to Lake Street itself,
complementing long-standing businesses such as Ingebretsen’s and Roberts Shoes.
The once crime-ridden stretch of East Lake has benefited from a host of public sector amenities (street
furniture, creation of special services districts, Midtown Greenway, etc.) as well as has seen significant
non-profit sector investment as well with non-profits purchasing and redeveloping Plaza Verde, the
Avalon Theater, and bringing new organizations to serve the broader community such as CLUES which
has a large service site near Chicago and Lake and which is shortly to be leasing space in Plaza Verde.
The surrounding neighborhoods include a diverse mix of residents and a majority of residents are
people of color. A large portion of residents speak languages other than English. While more than a
quarter of surrounding households have income below poverty, the neighborhoods tend to be quite
stable with more than 70% of residents living in the same place as the previous year. And, with the
exception of East Phillips, well over 70% of residents of working age are employed.
Demographics of primary neighborhoods bordering East Lake
% American Indian
% Black
% White
% Hispanic
Median HH Income
Language Other than
English
Same residence 1 year ago
HH with income below
poverty
Proportion of working age
adults employed

Central
NA
25%
28%
39%
$45,102
48%

Midtown-Phillips
6%
21%
23%
NA
$38,361
NA

E Phillips
13%
17%
16%
NA
$26,250
NA

Powderhorn
4%
13%
52%
26%
$44,979
27.5%

Corcoran
3%
53%
17%
19%
$45,855
18.6%

78.8%
25.5%

69.6%
29.4%

66.7%
NA

77.3%
24.2%

79%
24.4%

74.4%

73.8%

59.6%

74.8%

72.9%

Data from Minnesota Compass, Wilder Research

Commercial property values are stable and have increased over the past ten years. However, vacant
storefronts are proliferating, vacancies remain unfilled for long periods of time and uncertainty
surrounds visible nodes such as Chicago where Roberts Shoes is closing and Bloomington and Lake
where Guayaquil is empty. Development has occurred more intensely along the Midtown Greenway
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than Lake Street, although the Spirit on Lake housing has been a noted success. New affordable and
senior housing at Lake and Hiawatha has also brought more activity to the street and the HI-Lake
Shopping Center is a successful neighborhood-serving retail center.
To the west of the 35W to Hiawatha segment of East Lake development has been marching eastward
in recent years with significant redevelopment occurring from Uptown, Lyn-Lake all the way to Nicollet
where plans are evolving for the K-Mart site. To the east of the 35W to Hiawatha stretch, the pace of
development is also accelerating with Sonora Grill, Longfellow Market, Parka, and other destination
retail and creative development attracting a diverse non-local market and spurring interest in
additional market-rate and affordable housing.
In contrast, East Lake from 35W to Hiawatha has seen limited new investment in the post-recession
period and many community leaders and stakeholders fear the neighborhood and the market has
stagnated or is in decline. In addition, many perceive that crime has crept back to levels not seen since
the pre-investment 2000s.
Reality is perhaps less pessimistic but as in life, perception is everything. Current stakeholders lack
optimism for the future of the East Lake corridor and new energy, new resources and new partnerships
are needed to protect previous investment and catalyze additional development.
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Perceptions
This assessment focused on perceptions and conditions of a highly visible and fragile segment of East
Lake Street and found this segment at a crossroads: major anchors, such as Heart of the Beast Theater
and Mercado Central, are struggling and the much-anticipated influx of customers and money from
Midtown Exchange, Midtown Greenway and the reconstruction of the street have not materialized at
the level expected. By its nature, this assessment provides subjective information informed by those
that were interviewed. Several themes emerged in the interviews about how the place, organizations,
projects and the market are perceived. While no doubt there are other contrasting perceptions, these
themes were repeated often enough to warrant inclusion in this assessment.
First, there is a strong sense that the City and County have moved on to other neighborhoods, other
corridors. Several people commented that Hennepin County’s interest waned once the street
reconstruction was finished. And, the Hennepin County Community Works framework for East Lake is
at an end. Some people believe the City of Minneapolis, too, has moved its focus to other corridors,
especially North Minneapolis. While the City and County both have a long history of investment in the
corridor, it appears the pace of City support may have diminished in recent years3 with no commercial
real estate loans being made by the City on East Lake since 2009. The economic recession certainly
was a contributing factor to this declining investment but people perceive that competing priorities
from other areas of the city also impacted this activity. The City has provided more than $700,000 in
Business District Support Grants to Lake Street since 2008, including more than $150,000 in grants in
2013 but those grants are to intermediary organizations and so are less visible to some stakeholders
who may not realize the City has provided funding for activities implemented by those intermediaries.
The concept of developing East Lake as a cultural corridor has generated some optimism among
community stakeholders (similar to work being done by NACDI along Franklin Avenue), but there are
also concerns about such an initiative and a lack of clarity around what a cultural corridor is. Some of
the concerns are about process, e.g. concern that such an initiative should evolve from community
discussions or at a minimum, enjoy real community engagement as those plans are created. Some
concerns or tensions reflect failed past efforts where community buy-in was lacking (for example a
major branding project done in the late 2000’s that was never embraced by the business community
and never made much impact).
“The cultural corridor conversation is moving quickly and it is a challenge to get businesses involved”
“Be careful of doing to vs. doing with – need comprehensive, long-term, sustained approach e.g. 5 year
plan for each major node that comes out of community”
Other comments reflect concern about identifying the area with one cultural group when others,
particularly East African cultures, are a growing part of the community. Several people noted that the
history of East Lake is one that has welcomed many cultures over many decades.
“Corridor shouldn’t just be Hispanic – honor Ingebretsens and the new immigrant businesses too – not
culturally neutral but open to all, young, diverse…”
3 Summary of City CPED investment on Lake Street 2003-2013
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There are also perceptions about the health of certain organizations, especially concern that the Latino
Economic Development Council (LEDC) is stretched too thin given recent expansion to serve Greater
Minnesota and Saint Paul’s East Side to be effective in serving the East Lake street businesses. At the
same time some perceive that the coop that operates Mercado Central is so fragmented and
dysfunctional that it cannot be sustained and either a new organization will need to buy the building or
the project will need to default on city loans and then have the opportunity to restructure. Hopefully
the recent agreement to delay paying back city loans will allow for the ownership and management
structure to be addressed.
Several people also question the likelihood of
success for the redevelopment of the 2225 East
Lake site (Farmers Market/Brown Institute) by
Hennepin County. They note that the County is
not a developer and question the ability of L&H
Station Development, a partnership of BKV
Architects and Launch Properties, to develop
the balance of that site. There are concerns that
the firm has not developed much housing and
no mixed-use project of the scale envisioned for
this highly visible site. At the same time, others
perceive that Hennepin County is wedded to
this developer and the site will languish for
years before the project is fully-realized. There is also concern that the County is not taking full
advantage of the site by planning little retail in its building.
Other perceptions that need to be noted include:




Belief that the neighborhood organizations are not working together to address East Lake
Street
Concern with how the Latino and East African businesses can support each other
Concern with the long-term future of Heart of the Beast Theater and the Avalon Theater

“Latino institutions are an anchor in the community – the nonprofit sector is essential part of the
community and we need to build the capacity of Latino-led nonprofits – there are only 5 Latino-led
nonprofits in Minnesota.”
Finally, there is a strong desire to support further investment and leadership by the Latino community
and to recognize the pioneering work Latino institutions and entrepreneurs have done in the East Lake
Street corridor. Some of this desire is borne out of the perception that the public sector has
abandoned the area and has not appropriately recognized the contributions of the Latino community.
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Assets and Anchors
“Need to build confidence in the area and show positive momentum – then do larger projects.”
This segment of East Lake Street is home to a wide range of institutions, business centers and
community-based organizations that collectively provide a rich mix of neighborhood services as well as
being destinations for those from outside the neighborhood.
 CLUES
 Hiawatha LRT Station
 Heart of the Beast Theater
 Lake Street Council
 Latino businesses and entrepreneurs
 Midtown Global Market
 Midtown Greenway
 Mercado Central
 Midtown Exchange/Allina/Wells Fargo
 Midtown Farmers Market
 Midtown YWCA
 Plaza Verde
 Spirit on Lake housing
 Savers
In addition, the area has access to a set of tools and resources that provide a strong foundation for
future growth. These include:



Special Services Districts – three exist with interest in either extending to the east all the way to
Hiawatha or combining the three into one and ramping up services to include crime prevention
and cooperative marketing
Existing Plans/City Policy -- Hiawatha Lake LRT Station Area Plan (2001), Corcoran Midtown
Revival Plan (2002), Lake Street Midtown Greenway Framework (1999), etc. all contain sets of
strategies that support reinvestment in the corridor but have yet to be fully implemented.

Excerpt from Lake Street Midtown Greenway Framework
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Business and community organizations – the network of CDC’s and business groups serving the
area have capacity constraints but offer important linkages to constituencies that desire a seat
at the table and that can bring credibility and innovation to a collective impact strategy – “need
new models and money to facilitate community vision for key hubs; Need human capacity to
listen to community and do with not for – the privilege of time and space to reach underserved
community” – The Lake Street Council is highly effective at obtaining resources to support
businesses, market the area, and advocate for its members and is well-positioned to expand to
providing more direct support to businesses and potentially to help with real estate
development -- MCCD is strong at providing individual business consulting.
RCAPS and Equity -- Recent regional focus on racially concentrated areas of poverty (RCAPs)
and the multi-level planning and investments being made to address equity issues across the
region will likely create more opportunities to elevate East Lake and attract new partners and
resources. For example, addressing the income and employment needs of the neighborhoods
surrounding East Lake (nearly 30% of Phillips residents live below poverty and nearly 40% are
unemployed4) could help attract new social enterprises or private sector employers interested
in tapping into this labor market.
Existing tools – Great Streets, B-TAP, 2% loans, façade grants, etc. are available to varying
degrees to East Lake Street. In some cases, applications haven’t been made for some of the
tools. In other instances, such as Great Streets “Business District Support Grants” Lake Street
received nearly all of the funds requested for marketing and other activities in 2014.
Market forces -- The private market is creeping toward East Lake Street and the market on
either side of the 35W-Hiawatha segment is showing ever-improving fundamentals. Within the
segment, certain niche retailers and attractions are doing well and expanding such as Citi
Trends clothing and Savers in Hi-Lake (businesses that serve the community but which are not
at the top of the list of preferred businesses in community development circles) and the Somali
Artifact and Cultural Museum. Wellington Management’s new senior housing at Hi-Lake and
plans for an additional $23 million affordable housing project at 32 nd and Hiawatha are positive
market signals.
Upcoming transportation investments will ease access to East Lake from 35W and plans for a
streetcar or rail link along East Lake or the Greenway will help connect the area to more
customers and create more vitality that should attract further housing and employment
density.

4 Twin Cities Compass Neighborhood Profile
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Challenges and Barriers
“Need to diversity business mix along Lake – bring in a new generation of Latino businesses,
creative businesses, not just tacos and retail.”
Crime
 Perception is that prostitution and drug dealing has increased in recent years and that it has
moved further east. Statistics show overall increase across the six neighborhoods from 2009
(2053 CODEFOR) to 2013 (2227 CODEFOR). Reports also show that East Phillips, Midtown
Phillips and Powderhorn Park have seen increase in crime and that trends continues in 2014
year to date.
 Some streets, corners, blocks, have been “taken over” by crime and there is not a
countervailing positive street presence
 Lake between 21st and 22nd high crime, north of South High,– this stretch is less attractive to the
private sector because of the cemetery on the north side of the street
Assets in Trouble
 Mercado Central – half of tenants pay rent, other half don’t -- may default and needs capital
improvements – needs marketing but disagreement on who to market to – needs management
but internal disagreement – PPL owns 65% but wants limited role and would like to get out –
NDC is back managing it now that the coop has gotten rid of the previous manager – had been a
path for coop to become owner eventually but difficult now because of loan defaults, lack of
signed leases, etc. – to survive several vacancies have to be filled with paying tenants and the
internal schism in the coop fixed with a new management and ownership structure in place that
is acceptable to coop members – LEDC could have a role (co-owner with coop or fiscal agent)
but can’t/won’t take on debt
 Plaza Verde – Latino businesses have largely left – LEDC left – NDC now owns 90% and is leasing
more and more to East African businesses – if they can lease another 5,000 square feet it will
be sustainable – CLUES is leasing space there beginning October 14 and can be both a stabilizing
force and potential future owner
 Individual Latino businesses struggling and there is fear that if more close, the sense of Latino
identity will be diminished; some of the decline is the result of poor business mix (e.g. too many
stores selling the same products) and some is the result of a powerful combination of the
economic recession, increased property assessments from reconstruction, increased lease rates
(although this was noted in interviews, the actual lease rates are generally not out of line with
other similar corridors)
 Latino businesses cannot all survive just serving the Hispanic market – too much duplication
and the market is not large enough; businesses need help in moving from a business plan of
subsistence to a growth-oriented business; also need to broaden the appeal and market
businesses to non-Hispanics but there is disagreement on whether to do that or how to do that
 Heart of the Beast Theater– fundamental structural redesign necessary to ensure survival –
history marked by cycles of decline and resurrection – focused on internal restructuring and
building toward the vision of a Puppet Center with deep community engagement activities and
programs to support the community of puppets that are in the region– at this point the
organization would like to continue to invest in their building and has discontinued its lease at
Ellen Watters Consulting
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Plaza Verde – as the restructuring evolves, space needs and plans for existing and future
facilities will also evolve but certainly having the organization maintain a strong, visible
presence on East Lake is important -

Increased commercial vacancies and
properties for sale, especially at high profile
sites such as Roberts Shoes, Guayaquil,
Falconers, etc., create the perception that
retail is struggling – at the same time, larger,
national chains are interested in the corridor
but face negative community reaction

Building for sale 13th avenue and Lake

Lack of Job Density
 No entity is focusing on increasing job density – attracting more back office uses, institutions,
and expanding the Greenway Office Building (former Phillips re-use center) to bring more
workers to the area who can support retail and provide life on the street
Leadership and Capacity
 Neighborhood groups lack capacity for authentic community engagement – “neighborhood
groups are not adequate to do community organizing and don’t reflect the neighborhoods”
 Business groups lack sufficient on the street business outreach and technical assistance – access
to capital for small businesses is a perennial concern but higher priority is one-on-one
assistance with business planning, management, marketing
 Lack of capacity and deeper technical knowledge of business intermediaries – few are doing
one-to-one business consulting (MCCD is)
Anchors Disconnected
 Major institutions that were catalysts for redevelopment haven’t sustained their engagement in
the area – there is need for Allina, Wells Fargo, Ryan to continue to be involved including hiring
residents, encouraging employee interaction with neighborhood, live/work, etc. – strong
impetus for connections between the Anchors and surrounding area earlier in the work but
need to re-visit that (e.g. Allina can receive financial benefits (partial loan forgiveness) if it
meets certain hiring and other community goals but there isn’t an effort within Allina to do so
Challenges to Redevelopment
 Fragmented special services districts – should be whole area -- Perception that the special
services districts simply are paying for what should be standard city services – not being used
for things that make a difference – districts should include crime prevention
 Site assembly is a challenge in area – lots of small lots, different owners – who can put sites
together Available spaces vary significantly in size, condition and price
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Connections and Crossings
 Lack of connection between Greenway and Lake is huge missed opportunity– people don’t go
between because they don’t know what is available on Lake

“It is a street for cars – no
trees, no greenspace – a river
of traffic.”





Inhospitable Hiawatha-Lake intersection – not good for pedestrians or motorists – pedestrians
cross traffic 4 times – City has not done study and needs to redesign intersection – County
needs to work on relationship to Hiawatha and LRT at this intersection– least successful LRT
station --little has changed in 10 years since Blue Line opened
Target, three grocery stores, a shopping mall, the school building and a YWCA each command
their own surface parking lots -— an inefficient land use that has a blighting effect on streets.
There are more than 2,700 parking stalls altogether surrounding the station, which collectively
take up more than 18 football fields of space.

Surface parking at Hi-Lake Station Area

“The Councilmember is concerned about Fairview building on SE corner of Bloomington and Lake
because she doesn’t like large institutions but that may be the best thing to happen – bring jobs and
people to the corner.”
Relationships
 Sabri family owning so many key parcels – other developers won’t deal with them
 Lack of trust/relationships between electeds/neighborhood groups and private developers –
will need private sector to do work (Ackerberg, Wellington, Ryan, others)
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Opportunities
“Take a four or five year perspective and don’t be so prescriptive (as cultural corridor) and design policy
that helps bring resources to groups in the corridor.”

Short-Term Strategies: Build Confidence and Create
Momentum
“Focus on low hanging fruit to show change and excitement and get people to the table to work on
catalytic project”
“Design policies that bring resources to groups in corridor – take existing city and county resources
and get those into hands of community – we know what needs to be done better than bureaucrats”
“Create hip places for people to gather”

1. Utilize Existing Public Sector Services and Resources
Coordinate resources and strategies to bring life to the street, help reduce crime and build
confidence.
Police
“There is lots of crime and out staff doesn’t feel safe on Lake -- at 10 in the morning their cars get
broken into”





Work with business organizations and directly with businesses on making the area less
attractive to quality of life crimes
Step-up patrols and enforcement
Accelerate “Leave the lights on” campaign to improve safety – partner with Xcel to help
offset increased lighting costs
Consider utilizing program such as Saint Paul’s “Design for Public Safety” to help property
owners improve security around their buildings

Infrastructure
Focus existing City of Minneapolis resources in CPED (Great Streets, business financing) Arts &
Culture, Parks and Rec and Public Works to energize the street including:
 Support extensive and on-going activities that invite employees and customers to visit Lake
Street and that create community for neighborhood residents -- such as pop-up activities
like West Broadway did; adding parklets along Lake Street; adding banners to help define
sub-districts of corridor; providing patio seating; add more bus benches and feature local
artists on them; populating vacant windows using local art; etc.
 Combine separate Special Services Districts into one and expand scope to encompass crime
prevention
Ellen Watters Consulting
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Work with the City and Hennepin County to address streetscape amenities and improve
north/south connections between Lake Street and the Midtown Greenway including:
 Replace and repair all street furniture that was installed as part of the street reconstruction
and which has since deteriorated
 Create better physical connections to Midtown Greenway by revisiting The Midtown
Minneapolis Neighborhood Green Connections Visioning Study completed in May 2007 for
Hennepin County which included recommendations on a north/south connection
 Enhance wayfinding to Midtown Greenway to better leverage this unique asset
 Ensure I-35W Access Project includes signage and streetscape that serves as inviting gateway
to East Lake
Business Development
Prioritize existing resources such as B-TAP to support Lake Street businesses
“Need to protect the investment that Latino businesses have made in past 20 years and help them
figure out what’s next”












Support further marketing of the area as well as collaborative
marketing of businesses (e.g. Taco Tour)
Fund intensive one-on-one business outreach with financing and
technical assistance through MCCD and others
Restructure debt and develop plan to address ongoing operating
costs of Midtown Global Market including funds for marketing,
opening up Lake Street frontage, etc.
Build capacity within business support groups (LEDC, MCCD, NDC,
etc.) to provide sophisticated market intelligence and technical
assistance
Expand existing resources (free paint, façade grants, 2% loans)
available from Lake Street Council
Reduce paperwork required for city loans and/or provide funding
to support bi-lingual outreach staff to work with businesses on
applications

Focus on high impact lease sites – get them filled – create incentives to do so and be open to
national chains who could bring needed services to the neighborhood and could be required to
make investments beyond their site
Look to C4 in Central Corridor for examples of marketing multi-cultural assets and begin
creating distinctive sub-districts along a lengthy street
Invest in Mercado Central building to protect that asset while discussions around ownership
and management of the market evolve
Work with CLUES to identify the best long-term location for their South Minneapolis office
given that their current lease (for property on Columbus) expires October 2016. They are
leasing space at Plaza Verde beginning in October and moving 14 staff to that location. A path
for CLUES to buy the building could be a good strategy. CLUES has also been approached by
County and School District to be part of their nascent projects near Hiawatha but CLUES may
have a more catalytic impact if they locate elsewhere along the corridor (Plaza Verde, southeast
corner of Bloomington and Lake).
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Build on growing presence and success of East African businesses and nonprofits including the
Somali Artifact and Cultural Museum at Plaza Verde
Ensure Heart of the Beast remains a visible presence along East Lake and that its programming
continues to attract audiences to the area as well as serving surrounding neighborhoods
Attract more jobs that will in turn support neighborhood businesses, reduce crime, etc. –
expand Greenway Office Building which is full and attracting many tenants because of its brand
and the green infrastructure that built it

2. Reinvigorate and Expand Business-Civic Leadership






Councilmembers should brief CEOs/senior leaders of major corridor anchors (Allina, Wells
Fargo, Ryan, local banks with branches, etc.) on need for renewed focus on the corridor and
invite them to be part of planning either through existing relationships such as Phillips
Partnership, Midtown Community Works or through Councilmembers’ office
Explore re-starting Investment Fund of Midtown Community Works to provide patient capital
launched by Wells Fargo and Allina as a way to protect their previous investments
Work on new marketing and incentives for employees of key anchor institutions to connect to
adjacent neighborhoods and retail
Focus on local hiring and other strategies included in original financing agreement and
encourage Anchors to use those strategies to achieve loan forgiveness

Long-term Strategy: Attract Investment
“Site assembly has been the biggest hurdle in the area -- developing housing in low-income areas, vs.
places like Uptown, takes more time, creativity and often government intervention.”
“Recognize the private market can’t do it alone”
“To get redevelopment on Sunrise/Fairview be open to Walgreens but make Walgreens give grant
to stabilize Plaza Verde or do public improvements to streetscape in surrounding blocks”

1. Redevelopment of Major Sites
Partners
 Establish positive relationships with developers who share a vision for a transformation along
East Lake Street. Work with City staff and elected officials to make transparent the
development process, resources available, and expectations for specific sites. As the report,
“Redevelopment in the Twin Cities: A Developer’s View” 5by Stacy Becker found, “clarity and
commitment (by the city) are important to developers…first, it enables the development
community to respond with the types of projects cities are looking for; second, a strong
statement from the top helps create alignment across agencies, and across permitting and
financing authorities.”
 Integrate City and County initiatives and priorities to advance investment in the Corridor.
Hennepin County is leading major projects at each end (I-35W Access and Hiawatha-Lake LRT
Station area) that will have profound impacts on the corridor. It is essential that the City is a
strong working partner to ensure those projects realize benefits for the rest of the corridor.
5

http://urbanland.uli.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/5/2013/10/RedevelopmentInTC.pdf
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Site Assembly
 Support an entity to identify sites and help assemble them and prepare for development (help
from Redesign, Land Trust, Lake Street Council or others) – “Longfellow and Redesign worked to
go parcel by parcel to identify redevelopment) opportunities”. Also work with small-scale
developers like those that did Parka and Forage who are actively looking for properties of $1
million and under. These infill projects are creative uses and bring additional life to the street.
 Aggressively identify and assemble sites (Wonder Bread, Falconers, Kaplans, etc.) and actively
support new affordable housing – increased density supports neighborhood businesses and
creates a dynamic neighborhood. The city’s 2000 plan for the area around Hiawatha and Lake
said it could accommodate about 1,250 units of housing over 20 years. Only 280 have sprung up
(or are under construction) so far, the largest of which features 80 units and sits at the far end
of the massive surface parking lot that accommodates primarily Target customers. The 170unit Longfellow Station project by Sherman had 1500 applicants. Demand is huge so accelerate
projects like the Wellington Management proposal for a 140 units at $23 million project at 32nd
and Hiawatha.
 Recognize not every site should be multi-story mixed use – learn from West Broadway where
Walgreens was required to do a two-story building – “the second floor will be empty a long time
– would have been better to let Walgreens do their traditional and have them/the developer do
something the community wanted on another site or project”
Bloomington and Lake
Once Mercado Central is stabilized and fixed-up and Plaza Verde is on solid financial ground, focus
on southeast corner. Sunrise Bank has limited interest in ongoing ownership of their property.
Fairview is mum on their plans for their property. An institutional use such as a clinic as part of a
larger project or paired with a drug store could serve neighborhood needs at this location.
Alternately, CLUES could develop the site and bring several dozen staff and serve as a major
destination bringing people to the area.Housing would help bring eyes to the street and more
customers to support adjoining retail, including Mercado Central. Immediate steps should be to
work with Sunrise and Fairview to determine their interest in the site. CLUES would be a strong
anchoring presence and there are several private sector developers who indicated some level of
interest in the site assuming Sunrise and Fairview are vacating.
Hiawatha and Lake
“The Target parking lot would be redeveloped quickly if a slice of it were put up for sale.”
Intensify land uses around Hiawatha and Lake -- Target, three grocery stores, a shopping mall, the
school building and a YWCA each command their own surface parking lots -— an inefficient land
use that has a blighting effect on streets. Several years ago Target had indicated some interest in
reconfiguring its store when its lease for the land came up but no one seems to know the current
situation. With the announced closing of the Rainbow Store nearby there is additional potential for
development and shared parking in that quadrant. Michael Lander, Lander Group, has interest in
working on this and could be tapped to help spur Target and others on the northeast quadrant.
Redesign is doing work on the southeast quadrant with Harriet Brewing and other properties.
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21st and 22nd Avenue East Lake/Farmers Market/Brown Institute Site
“County got involved because nothing was happening…lots of plans but school board had site control
and wasn’t leaving. County isn’t a developer.”
“Big projects won’t happen unless you have a comprehensive vision and financing plan in place for
the whole. BKV had a chance and didn’t move the project forward.”
“The County’s idea of retail on the first floor is a food shelf. We need to make sure this is mixed use.”
School District/Farmer’s Market site is adjacent to the least developed LRT station in the system.
Hennepin County is the lead but would benefit from closer collaboration with the City on
redevelopment of the entire site. Of special concern is how the project beyond the County’s
human services hub get planned, financed and built within a reasonable timeframe and with the
current set of partners (L&H). The County has created an agreement with performance objectives
for L&H and if they do not perform well on Phase I, the County has the option to put the balance of
the project out for bid. In addition, it would be prudent to revisit the Corcoran Midtown Revival
Plan for consensus community vision and use Midtown Community Works as convenor to bridge
County, City, development partners, neighborhoods, to coordinate development of this site. Need
to determine financing for all phases, including financing and operation of the plaza that serves as
permanent farmers market site and better transit access. Hennepin County Community Works will
invest some in the farmers market but other money is needed for development. The Trust for
Public Land’s recent study on Privately Owned Public Spaces (POPs) could be a tool to address
ongoing management and operating costs of the farmers market plaza. The YWCA has need for
additional space and parking. They are exploring being part of a project with the School District to
the west of their current site at 21st Avenue. Effort should be made to ensure synergy between the
Farmers Market development and the project at 21st Avenue under consideration by the
Minneapolis Public Schools and the YWCA. Shared parking serving both projects would be one
possibility.

L&H Station Concept Plan
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2. Re-visit Existing Plans and pick actionable strategies from them that can be
implemented in 1-3 years
“The County has huge projects at both ends (of East Lake) with the Access project and the Farmers
Market – we haven’t abandoned the area at all.”
“We have a plan but there isn’t political will to see it through”



Ensure I-35W Access project provides clear and inviting direction to entice people to East Lake
Street and supports corridor branding
Enhance wayfinding and linkages between Lake and the Greenway in the Midtown Greenway
plan – for example “RAMPS, PARKS AND PLAZAS on land adjacent to the Greenway, part

of a long-term community vision for more trail entrance ramps, greenspaces, public
walkways along the street-level edge of the Greenway’s trench segment, and plazas at
future trail transit stations. These open spaces will improve Greenway access, safety,
and aesthetics.”


Advocate for pedestrian improvements at Hiawatha and Lake consistent with original Station
Area Plan

Preferred Alternative Hiawatha Lake Station Area Plan
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3. Develop and Fund Economic Development Plan that Builds on Multicultural
Community Along East Lake
In order for a sustainable revitalization strategy to work, institutional coordination and community
involvement are necessary, while focusing on leveraging current assets. It is these assets, both physical
and social, that should be the foundation for a corridor plan whether built on an arts and culture
foundation or not. Recent examples of successful corridor planning in Minneapolis-Saint Paul have
been those that include significant community engagement as well as looking at a range of
interventions that drive change by harnessing existing public sector resources and market forces. The
work of C4, for example, on the Central Corridor and the work done for Hennepin Avenue are regional
best practices on cultural district planning.
http://www.hennepintheatretrust.org/culturaldistrict
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Interviewees
Thank you to everyone who took time to share their views on the recent history and future of East
Lake Street.
































Councilmember Cano
Stu Ackerberg, CEO, The Ackerberg Group
Rick Beeson, Executive Vice President for Corporate Development, Sunrise Banks
Daniel Bonilla, Senior Project Coordinator, Business Technical Assistance Program (B-TAP), City
of Minneapolis
John Doan, Director, Housing, Community Works and Transit Department, Hennepin County
Rich Esquivel, Senior Commercial Lender, Sunrise Banks
Bianca Fine, Chair, Fine & Associates
Erick Garcia Luna, Policy Aide, Mayor Hodges, City of Minneapolis
Mark Garner, Business Development Senior Project Coordinator, CPED, City of Minneapolis
Becky George, Manager, Midtown Global Exchange
Kristin Guild, Business Development Manager, CPED, City of Minneapolis
Eric Gustafson, Executive Director, Corcoran Neighborhood Association
Mario Hernandez, Vice President, COO, Lation Economic Development Center
Ruby Lee, Executive Director, CLUES
Ramon Leon, Executive Director, Latino Economic Development Center
Robert Lilligren, former City Councilmember, Consultant, Native American Community
Development Institute
Jessica Lopez Lyman, neighborhood resident
ZoeAna Martinez, Outreach and Services Manager, Lake Street Council
Greta McLain, muralist and neighborhood resident
Peter McLaughlin, Hennepin County Commissioner
Paul Mogush, Principal City Planner, CPED, City of Minneapolis
Paul Onufer, Vice President, Support Services, Fairview
Rebecca Parrell, Business Development Senior Project Coordinator, CPED, City of Minneapolis
Katya Pilling, Landon Group, Consultant to Corcoran
Jim Roth, Executive Director, Metropolitan Consortium of Community Developers
Allison Sharkey, Executive Director, Lake Street Council
Louis Smith, Phillips Partnership and Midtown Community Works
Mike Temali, NDC, Mercado developer
Steve Wellington, Founder and President, Wellington Management
Kirstin Wiegmann, Heart of the Beast Board Chair
Corrie Zoll, neighborhood resident
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